
Familiar interface

All the powerful features you
know and love within a clean and
consistent user experience.

3D Modeling

BricsCAD offers you 3D direct
modeling and assemblies in native
.dwg format.

2D Drafting 

Create your 2D technical
drawings and floor plans fast and
accurately.
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As a powerful CAD platform with features familiar from
native .dwg applications, BricsCAD® V15 unifies the

intelligence of 3D direct modeling with advanced 2D
design on Windows, Linux and Mac.

BricsCAD. REAL Choice.



FREE

All the features you know and love. And more.
BricsCAD offers all the fvamiliar .dwg CAD features, yet it adds time saving tools and 3D Direct

Modeling. Get more for less.

Ribbon interface
The ribbon offers a new way to
access tools by using a tabbed
interface instead of toolbars.

Cloud connectivity
With Chapoo you can upload files
and share them with friends and
colleagues. They can view your files in
the cloud and annotate them to leave
their comments; no downloading of
the files or installation of any software
is required.

Third-party applications
Bricsys’ strong relationship with third-party application
developers means you have access to more than 400
applications running on BricsCAD. The extensive BricsCAD
development platform allows you to port AutoCAD®-
based applications without modifying the source code.

Look-from control 
The look-from control works
with a chair, indicating the
current viewing direction.
Manipulate the current viewing
direction by clicking on the
arrows around the chair.

The Quad
Fasten your workflow with our 
contextsensitive quad cursor. The 
Quad facilitates easy and fast editing of 
3D solids but also enhanced editing of 
2D entity types.

Drawing explorer
The Drawing Explorer is a versatile
dialog box, which allows you to control
all settings needed to create and edit
drawings. The Folders section lets you
preview and open drawings. Blocks
that exist in these drawings can be
inserted without opening the source
drawing. Here you also have access to
the drawings on your Chapoo account.
The Sheets section helps you to
manage sheet sets.

3D direct modeling in native
.dwg format
Unlike most other platforms, BricsCAD
offers you 3D direct modeling and
assemblies in native .dwg format.
You can organize components in 3D
models hierarchically, and then
create renderings more realistically,
thanks to the 600 new Redway
materials included in BricsCAD V15.

Grip edit for dynamic blocks 
Use grips to manipulate the geometry of your dynamic block. 
These grips allow you to rotate, flip, align and extend them.

Hotkey Assistant  
When the active window selection mode is Edge or Face, the new Hotkey Assistant widget will appear
explaining that the Ctrl key can be used to toggle to other selection modes.
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Bricsys® is a global provider of dwg engineering design software brought to market

under the BricsCAD® brand. Founded in 2002, Bricsys is a member of the Open Design

Alliance. For additional information about Bricsys, visit www.bricsys.com.

Bricsys Inc.
45 Hanna Circle
Merrimack, NH 03054
United States

contact.us@bricsys.com

Bricsys nv
Bellevue 5/201
B - 9050 GENT
Belgium

contact.eu@bricsys.com

BricsCAD editions

BricsCAD Classic BricsCAD Pro BricsCAD Platinum

CAD functionality

2D constraints solving

Full LISP support

Chapoo connectivity
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CAD functionality

2D constraints solving

Full LISP support

Chapoo connectivity

Direct modeling

Rendering

VBA & BRX

3D constraints solving
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CAD functionality

2D constraints solving

Full LISP support

Chapoo connectivity

Direct modeling

Rendering

VBA & BRX

3D constraints solving

3D constraints creation

Design Intent Recognition

Assembly modeling

Sheet metal

BIM

BricsCAD V15 software is available in Classic, Pro and Platinum editions addressing needs going from 

simple 2D drafting to complex 3D engineering, and now also including new BIM functionality.

Sheet metal

Create sheet metal parts by
using the most intuitive 3D direct
modeling techniques.

BIM

Combining the accuracy of the .dwg
platform with the ease of use of your
typical sketch program.

Communicator

High quality 3D data exchange
between major CAD formats.

V15IMPROVED

And there’s even more.
BricsCAD also includes solutions for Sheet Metal, BIM and 3D data exchange.

All in the same native .dwg platform.
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